The goals and tasks of the Ambassador Program is to create a
professional team of influencers and community managers for long-term
development of the ZENEX project.

“Pre Ambassador” rank
To join the ambassador program, you need to be active on social networks,
have a base of subscribers and publish content.
At the Pre Ambassador's level, you need to regularly perform a set of simple
tasks, be active on social networks and to expand the online presence of
the ZENEX project.

Since the Pre Ambassador level can be obtained by any active social
network user with a subscriber base, the reward for the task completion by
the Pre Ambassador will be quite different from the Ambassador’s.

“Ambassador” rank
To level up to the Ambassador status you need to demonstrate the following
skills and perform the mentioned tasks:
-

Connect new users to the Bitexpro.eu platform via referral link

-

Regular publications in at least three of your social networks (Twitter,
Instagram, Telegram, Facebook, Discord, YouTube, Tik Tok)

-

Creation of video content about ZENEX (including Lifestyle videos)

-

Writing comments under posts and video postings at official ZENEX
social networks

-

Active participation in telegram and discord ZENEX chat rooms

-

Using humor, animation, life frames, shared photos and videos with the
participation of the author’s community is welcomed

-

Expression of creativity

-

Encourage active communication with members of the ZENEX team for
the development and application of non-standard and new scenarios in
the ZENEX promotion model

-

Actively work with your community to promote ZENEX

-

Create your own (local) chat rooms and ZENEX groups for your
community

-

Hosting AMA sessions, inviting members of communities to official AMA
sessions and chat rooms of ZENEX

When a member levels up from a status of Pre Ambassador to the status of
Ambassador, points received by the participant are multiplied by the ratio of
1.5.

Points are awarded for social media activities.
Please copy this template for yourself, enter the link to your copy when you fill
out the Ambassador Program form and fill it with all links and screenshots
showing your work.

For ALL social networks:
-

We will regularly update the data based on your tables and recheck the
presence of previous work, points will be subtracted in case of content
removal, and in case of repeated violation, the participant will be
immediately disqualified with burning of all points.

-

Multiple accounts are PROHIBITED, all associated accounts will be
checked and deleted.

-

DO NOT SPAM on the official project pages!

-

Questions about the Ambassador Program are asked on the Discord
resource in the section - Amba

Twitter

:

Point assessment

1 Point :

Tweet from 100 characters with links and hashtags

2 Points : Tweet from 150 characters with links and hashtags and with picture

2 Points : For every 20 comments under the tweets of the ZENEX official
account
3 Points : Triple Tweet with pictures from 100 characters each ( 3 tweets in one
)

Rules:

-

Your account must have at least 100 subscribers and you must make
your privacy settings open for your page.

-

Follow the Twitter official account and like posts

-

Do 1 post and repost every three days, but at least once a week. Use
information from official social networks. Do 1 repost once every three
days, but at least 2 per week. Like when you do a repost. Use
information from official social networks.

Your posts and reposts should contain hashtags:
#ZNX #Crypto
#zenextoken

Facebook

#bitexpro

#zenexcoin

#ZNXamba

#zenexambassador

:

Point assessment

1 Point :

Post from 100 characters with links and hashtags

2 Points :

Post from 200 characters with links and hashtags and with picture

2 Points :

For every 20 comments under the posts of official account

3 Points : Post with links and hashtags and with a picture of more than 500
characters
6 Points :

For a video with a description of 500 characters with links and

hashtags + share it in your stories (will be evaluated directly by the project
management)

Rules:

-

There should be at least 300 friends and you must make your privacy
settings open for your page.

-

Follow the Facebook official account and like posts.

-

Do 1 post and repost every three days, but at least once a week.

-

Like if you share a post.

Your posts and reposts should contain hashtags:
#ZNX #Crypto #bitexpro #zenexcoin #ZNXamba #zenexambassador
#zenextoken #blockchain #cryptoinvestor #presale
#paymentsolution #cryptocurrency #investment
#cryptocurrencyfuture

Instagram

:

Point assessment

1 Point :

Post with description from 100 characters with links and hashtags

2 Points : Post with a description of 500 characters with links and hashtags +
share it in your stories
2 Points : For every 20 comments under the posts of official account
6 Points : For videos with values of 1000 views, a description of 500 characters
with hashtags + will share it in your stories ( will be evaluated directly by the
project management )
Rules:

-

Your account must have at least 300 subscribers and you must make
your privacy settings open for your page.

-

Follow the Instagram official account.

-

1 repost to Stories not more than 3 times a week, but at least 1 time
a week from the official page.

-

Like all posts on the official page.

Your posts and reposts should contain hashtags:
#ZNX #Crypto #bitexpro #zenexcoin #ZNXamba #zenexambassador
#zenextoken #blockchain #cryptoinvestor #presale
#paymentsolution #cryptocurrency #investment
#cryptocurrencyfuture

Telegram

:

Point assessment

1 Point :

Post from 100 characters with links and hashtags

1 Point :

For each subscriber

2 Points : Post from 200 characters with links and hashtags and with picture
2 Points :

For every 20 comments under the posts of official account

3 Points : Post with links and hashtags and with a picture of more than 500
characters
6 Points :

For a video with a certain value of views description from 500

characters with links and hashtags
(

will

be

evaluated

directly

by

the

project

management

)

Rules:

-

Follow the Telegram official account

-

Write no more than 5 comments per day

-

Write comments in groups related to cryptocurrencies, mentioning
ZENEX. Write comments in groups from this list

-

Continue commenting on the previous person. Your comment should
encourage further dialogue and continue the thought of the interlocutor.
Examples of comments:

-

Have you heard of ZENEX COIN?

-

Can I buy ZNX now?

-

ZNX works on ETH or on its own blockchain?

-

What do you guys think of ZENEX COIN?

-

ZNX now looks good, it is not yet pumped!

etc.

-

It is forbidden to make meaningless and unconscious comments,
spam. Comments such as: Hi! Hi! ; What's good?; Good project - will not
be counted. Do not spam all comments in a row, do not write stupid
phrases! Spam and low quality will not be counted.

Your posts and reposts should contain hashtags:
#ZNX #Crypto #bitexpro #zenexcoin #ZNXamba #zenexambassador
#zenextoken #blockchain #cryptoinvestor #presale
#paymentsolution #cryptocurrency #investment
#cryptocurrencyfuture

YouTube

:

Point assessment

2 Points : For every 20 comments under the posts of official account
3 Points : Video 2 to 5 minutes ( beautifully designed and of very good quality )
with 200 characters description with links and hashtags, you must have more
than 300 subscribers and 100 views from
+1 Point : Every 100 views of videos lasting 2 to 5 minutes ( beautifully designed
and of very good quality ) with a description of 200 characters description with
links and hashtags, you must have more than 300 subscribers

Rules:

-

Follow the YouTube official channel

-

Only original videos are accepted. Copies from the project site,
YouTube channels or other people’s works will be rejected.

-

High number of views, but low quality video will not be rewarded.
Points will be awarded depending on the number of views and quality.

-

Video should never be deleted. Editing/deleting will result in
disqualification.

-

All videos must contain a link to authentication, project site, Twitter
page, Telegram group, YouTube channel or any other social network.

-

Please include enough information about the author at the end of the
video to make sure it is authentic. This will be checked!

-

By joining this program, all participants agree that the project team can
use all of these videos as marketing materials.

Your posts and reposts should contain hashtags:
#ZNX #Crypto #bitexpro #zenexcoin #ZNXamba #zenexambassador
#zenextoken #blockchain #cryptoinvestor #presale
#paymentsolution #cryptocurrency #investment
#cryptocurrencyfuture

Articles (e.g., Reddit, Medium, cryptocurrency forums)

:

Point assessment

1 Point :

Article from 500 characters with 2 pictures with links and hashtags

6 Points : Article from 1000 characters with 3 pictures with links and hashtags
with likes and views
12 Points : Article of great quality from 2000 characters with 4 or more pictures
or videos posted on popular platforms, you must have subscribers ( minimum
100 ) and from 500 views and likes

Rules:

-

The written article should be unique, and all copying of information from
the site will be considered low quality

Your posts and reposts should contain hashtags:
#ZNX #Crypto #bitexpro #zenexcoin #ZNXamba #zenexambassador
#zenextoken #blockchain #cryptoinvestor #presale
#paymentsolution #cryptocurrency #investment
#cryptocurrencyfuture

Infographics

:

Point assessment

0 Points : Infographic of poor quality or not infographic at all
6 Points : Infographic made qualitatively with description from 100 characters
with links and hashtags

Rules:

- All infographics should be published on social networks
Your posts and reposts should contain hashtags:
#ZNX #Crypto #bitexpro #zenexcoin #ZNXamba #zenexambassador
#zenextoken #blockchain #cryptoinvestor #presale
#paymentsolution #cryptocurrency #investment
#cryptocurrencyfuture

TikTok

:

Point assessment

1 Point : For videos with views less than 100 times with likes less than 10% of
views
3 Points :

For videos with views 100 to 500 times with more than 10% likes

6 Points :

For videos with views 1,000 times with more than 10% likes

12 Points : For videos with 5,000 views with more than 10% likes

Rules:

Your posts and reposts should contain hashtags:
#ZNX #Crypto #bitexpro #zenexcoin #ZNXamba #zenexambassador
#zenextoken #blockchain #cryptoinvestor #presale

#paymentsolution #cryptocurrency #investment
#cryptocurrencyfuture

-

Digital Coin for Gaming Platforms
High liquidity
Profit for holders
Blockchain based payment solutions
Licensed Financial Service
Current events in the life of the project

Completing any work which will be liked by the management may be considered
as the highest quality performance and the number of points can be awarded
individually separately from the conditions up to X10 to the initial point score.
Tokens will be awarded to participants of the Ambassador Program in
their personal account on the BitexPRO.eu website
!!! When registering and applying, be sure to specify the EMAIL with which
you will register for BitexPRO.eu !!!

